Dear Parents and Guardians,

Happy Spring! The campus has been humming with the nervous excitement of Match Day for the Class of 2018. Match Day is the culmination of all the ‘other’ exciting days of medical school. It’s a celebration of all of the years of hard work, of hard choices, of hard-won personal growth. It’s a celebration of the tremendous joy of caring for people and of the path ahead.

While BUSM students matched in residencies across the country, nearly one third are staying in Massachusetts (45), with California (22) and New York (16) as the next most popular states. The class matched in a range of programs – 43 chose primary care specialties, which includes family medicine, internal medicine and pediatrics, followed by emergency medicine (13), surgery (11), radiology (10), neurology (10) and OB/GYN (7). 100% of students matched, for the second year in a row.

You can read the full story and watch our Match Day video by visiting our BUSM Match Day website to see the energy and excitement of the day.

Congratulations to the class of 2018!
Medical Marriages: First Comes Friendship, Then Comes Marriage

Drs. Elliott and Karen Antman, married physicians who have been together since medical school, share what makes a medical marriage work in this interview with the AAMC. Read More.

Dr. Robert Witzburg Announces Retirement

The Robert Witzburg, M.D. ’77 Scholarship Fund has been established in celebration of 44 years of distinguished service on the Medical Campus. Read More.

New Student Center Boasts Social, Learning and Meditation Spaces

A generous estate gift from Theodora and Frank Miselis, M.D. ’45 supports new medical student lounge spaces in the A building and McNary Student Learning Center. Read More.

BUSM IN THE NEWS

On-site medical imaging is critical in diagnosing injured Olympians

Researchers from the Boston Medical Center analyzed the on-site imaging of injuries at the Rio de Janeiro 2016 Summer Olympic Games and found that it played an important role. Read More.

Chance Meeting Gives High School Player New Perspective On Dangers Of Football

Dr. Lee Goldstein was writing an academic paper on high school football and brain injuries when 17-year-old Alex Rivero came to the door seeking money for local high school football team. Read More.

BUSM is now training students in transgender care
Transgender patients are typically medically underserved. BUSM is finding better ways to train doctors in transgender medicine. Read More.

FUTURE EVENTS

Boston University School of Medicine
MD/PhD Graduation Exercises
Thursday, May 17, 2018, 3 pm
Boston University Track & Tennis Center
100 Ashford Street, Boston

BUSM Alumni Weekend
September 21-22, 2018
Click here for more information

Choose to be great! Join The Campaign for Boston University

DONATE NOW
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